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ABSTRACT

Soft-gluon exchange as manifestation of the strong interaction at long distance provides
color degrees of freedom of internal quarks in Ki ~+ 77 that enhance the amplitude calculated in
the standard electroweak gauge model. The enhancement obtained is sufficient to account for the
observed decay amplitude.
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By using one-loop quark diagrams in the standard electroweak gauge modelJ), the am-

plitude of the decay KL —»• 77 has been evaluated to be 2)

A(KL ~ T > )
7T

1; + Af) , (1)

where Aj is the irreducible contribution of the ^-th quark and Af is the reducible contribution.

Both amplitudes are given in Ref.2, fK is the kaon decay constant and \i}- is the charged-current

mixing matrix for six quarks 3). Af is proportional to parameter

1 1 1 1
+ + + KL) , (2)
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where p\ ti are the momenta of the valence quarks inside the kaon and £ is of the order of unity 2*.

The irreducible contribution is dominated by light internal quark (u) and the reducible

one by heavy quark (t), but both are bounded resulting in a numerical maximum of the amplitude

of Eq.(l) to be (0.86 + 0.08£)siC3. s\ and C3 are the sine and cosine of Kobayashi-Moskawa

mixing angles 3 ). From new fit of experimental data 4^ on KL —* 77 (branching ratio of (5 .70 ±

0.27) x 10~4 instead of previously (4.9 ± 0 . 5 ) x 10~4), this amplitude should be equal to

(3 .67±0 .15)s ic 3 .

The corrections that arise when the strong interactions of the quarks at short distances are

accounted for have been estimated within the frame-work of asymptotically free gauge theory 5).

The correction factor is logarithmically dependent on the masses of heavy quarks, but its magnitude

is only about 1.1, allowing even the current estimate of top quark mass of 100 to 160 GeV 6). The

long-distance contribution must therefore be taken into account.

The pseudoscalar meson pole-dominance phenomenological models V'Tt-W) gj-g usuaUy

applied for calculating the long-distance contributions, i.e. by using pole contributions from TT, TJ

and 17' meson and even from possible pseudoscalar glueball n ) , in KL —* 77- The amplitude

obtained by using these models are sensitive to TJ — TJ' mixing angle and symmetry breaking pa-

rameter 8)>9). The pole-dominance models also do not provide insight of a complete description of
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the decay process in the framework of the electroweak and the strong interactions in the standard

model. The amplitude in Eq.(l) for example, is not used in pole-dominance models, except the

conclusion that the process is dominated by light internal quarks2)>7).

After the introduction of the quark model, the life-time of two-photon decay of neutral

pion was calculated via PCAC approximation and electromagnetic interaction12). It turned out that

in order to agree with the observed decay amplitude, a correction factor of 3 which is equal to the

number of internal quark color degrees of freedom, had to be taken into account 1 3 \ In Ref.2 the

magnitude of parameter £ in Eq.(2) was estimated by considering a similar parameter in the naive

model of TT° —> 77. If the color enhancement applies to this naive model then £ should be smaller

by a factor of 3.

The same color enhancement may also work in KL —*• 77- In addition to the original

diagrams that give Eq.(l), internal quarks may exchange soft-gluon (Fig.l), which provides color

degree of freedom and manifests the strong interaction at long distance (where a s ~ 1). If the

gluon exchange are assumed not to change much the magnitude of the amplitude in Eq.(l), then

color enhancement factor of approximately 3 is obtainable. This enhancement returns the reducible

contribution to about its previous magnitude and increase the irreducible part almost three folds,

giving the total additional amplitude to almost (2 .58 + 0.08£)sica. This must be added to the

original amplitude in Eq.(l), i.e. without soft-gluon exchange, and the total enhanced amplitude

becomes about (3.44+ 0.16 0 s\ C3, which is close to the observed magnitude. Further corrections

may be added by including the short-distance correction factor 5) and estimates on how much the

soft-gluon exchange will change the magnitude of the electroweak amplitude. The latter is expected

to be a factor of smaller but close to unity.

A note must also be added that if the above scheme of color enhancement in Ki —• 77

applies to 7r° —• 77 then the enhancement factor to the two-photon decay amplitude is not 3 as in

Ref. 13, but almost 4. This can still be accomodated as the decay amplitude calculated in Ref. 12 is

proportional to a constant which is adjustable to some extent, and also in the naive model in Ref.2

it is proportional to a parameter similar to £ in Eq.(2).
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It may then be concluded that the color degree of freedom provides sufficient enhance-

ment in KL —* 77 and thus gives also better and simpler picture of the decay process in the frame-

work of the electroweak and the strong interaction in the standard model.
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Figure Caption

Fig.l Soft-gluon exchange between internal quarks(ua) in dominant irreducible diagram that

provides color degree of freedom and enhancement in KL -* 77* ° = c o l o r i n d e x -

AA/WWWV-7
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